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Abstract. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are an essential tool to determine fundamental features of a neutron
beam, such as the neutron flux or the γ -ray background, that sometimes can not be measured or at least not
in every position or energy range. Until recently, the most widely used MC codes in this field had been
MCNPX and FLUKA. However, the Geant4 toolkit has also become a competitive code for the transport of
neutrons after the development of the native Geant4 format for neutron data libraries, G4NDL. In this context,
we present the Geant4 simulations of the neutron spallation target of the n TOF facility at CERN, done with
version 10.1.1 of the toolkit. The first goal was the validation of the intra-nuclear cascade models implemented
in the code using, as benchmark, the characteristics of the neutron beam measured at the first experimental
area (EAR1), especially the neutron flux and energy distribution, and the time distribution of neutrons of equal
kinetic energy, the so-called Resolution Function. The second goal was the development of a Monte Carlo tool
aimed to provide useful calculations for both the analysis and planning of the upcoming measurements at the
new experimental area (EAR2) of the facility.
1. Introduction and motivation
The neutron beam of the n TOF facility is generated
through spallation reactions produced by 20 GeV/c protons
provided by the CERN Proton Synchrotron (PS) on a
40 cm thick lead target. The neutrons produced inside the
lead target are partially moderated and travel towards the
two experimental areas along two different beam lines: a
185 m vacuum pipe oriented in the forward direction to the
experimental area #1 (EAR1) [1], and a 19 m one oriented
vertically towards the experimental area #2 (EAR2) [2].
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are an essential tool to
determine fundamental features of a neutron beam, such as
the neutron flux or the γ -ray background, that sometimes
can not be measured or at least not in every position or
energy range. Indeed, in the case of time-of-flight facilities,
the energy resolution broadening, known as the Resolution
Function, can not be measured and must be extracted from
MC simulations. Until recently, the most widely used MC
codes had been MCNP [3] and FLUKA [4]. However the
Geant4 toolkit [5,6] has become a competitive code also
in this field, especially after the work of Mendoza et al. [7]
to adapt the evaluated neutron libraries to Geant4 native
format, G4NDL.
2. Geant4 simulations: Geometry,
scoring and physics lists
The main component of the n TOF spallation target
assembly is a 60 cm diameter and 40 cm thick lead core.
Neutrons escaping this lead cylinder pass through several
moderating layers (H20 and borated H2O) expanding the
energy range from GeV to thermal. An illustrative view of
the target-moderator assembly as implemented in Geant4
is presented in Fig. 1, including not only the lead core
and water moderators but all the surrounding materials,
that also play a role in the energy distribution of the
neutron flux, the γ -ray spectrum, the beam profile or the
Resolution Function. A more detailed description of
the target geometry and the exits towards both experimen-
tal areas can be found in Refs. [8,9].
In our simulations the 20 GeV/c proton beam impinges
on the target in the direction shown in Fig. 1 with a polar
angle of 10 degrees with respect to the target central axis,
producing hundreds of neutrons and γ -rays per proton,
emitted in all directions. Secondary particles produced
in the target are followed and tracked up to the scoring
volumes positioned at the entrance of the vacuum beam
pipes where their position, time, angle, energy and particle
type are registered. These scoring volumes shown in Fig. 1,
are the end point of our MC simulation.
Geant4 v10.1.1 provides a wide variety of physics
models that apply in different energy regimes. To perform
these simulations we worked with the officially released
Physics Lists (PL) that include either the Fritiof (FTF)
model or the Quark-Gluon-String (QGS) model above
∼10 GeV; the P after FTF or QGS denotes that the
Geant4 native Precompound model is taken into account
for nuclear de-excitation. Below ∼10 GeV three different
intranuclear de-excitation cascade models are available:
INCLXX [10,11], Bertini (BERT) [12] or Binary Cascade
Figure 1. Left: detailed geometry model of the spallation target
assembly as implemented in Geant4. Right: MC simulation
finishes when particles exiting the target are registered in the
scoring volumes highlighted in a lighter color.
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(BIC) [13]. Neutron induced reactions below 20 MeV are
simulated by means of the G4NeutronHP package, using
the ENDF/B-VII.0 cross section library [11] in our case.
Last, we have also considered the Geant4 built-in special
treatment of the Thermal Scattering of neutrons below
4 eV. This is not a feature included in any official Geant4
physics list. Thus, to make this clearer we denote our
physics lists using HPT, instead of the official notation HP
used for the G4NeutronHP package.
3. Simplified optical transport
to the EARs
The Geant4 simulation ends when the neutrons or photons
entering the scoring volumes (highlighted in white in
Fig. 1) are registered into a text file. We only accepted
particles with incidence angle at the scoring surface
smaller than 4 deg, since the energy distribution within
this angle interval is isotropic for neutron energies below
1 GeV, as has been proven in Refs. [8,9]. Our final
results should describe the neutron beam features at the
experimental areas; however, detailed MC simulations of
the full beamline would be unaffordable concerning CPU
time [9]. To solve this issue we have used a code that
reduces the transport along the beam line to a problem
of beam optics. In brief, a large number of particles is
emitted for each particle stored in the Monte Carlo output
file, conserving the original energy, time and position at the
scorer, but varying the direction isotropically within a cone
aperture calculated according to the angular acceptance
of the first collimator. The position and dimensions of
the collimators are included in this code that determines
whether a particle reaches the EAR or hits one of the
collimators, being thus rejected.
4. EAR1: Benchmarking Geant4
The fast development of the Geant4 [5] simulation toolkit
and the work done by Mendoza et al. [7] to include
evaluated cross section libraries in Geant4 have recently
made it possible to rely on this toolkit for the simulation
of the neutron transport. As a first step we wanted to
benchmark Geant4 for the specific case of spallation
neutrons, trying to reproduce the absolute value and
energy dependence of the experimental neutron flux in
n TOF-EAR1 [14]. The energy dependence of the average
neutron flux per pulse, considering the nominal proton
pulse intensity of 7 · 1012 protons, has been calculated
from the output of the Geant4 simulation after the
geometrical transport to EAR1. The upper panel of Fig. 2
compares all the studied Geant4 Physics Lists (PL) with
the experimental flux measured in n TOF-EAR1 [14].
These results indicate that all the models overestimate
the integrated neutron flux, being QGSP INCLXX HPT
the closest, just 12% above the experiment. Comparing
the different PL’s, the deviations in shape between the
different hadronic models are clear at high energies
(neutron kinectic energy above 10 MeV) and the choice
of model also affects the magnitude of the integral flux
at all energies. If we normalize to the experiment at
1 keV to focus on the shape of the flux, we find a
remarkably good reproduction of the experimental data
from thermal to 10 MeV; above 10 MeV all models
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Figure 2. Top: average neutron flux per pulse at n TOF-EAR1
obtained with the different Geant4 Physics Lists (PL) compared
to the experimental data (see [14]). Bottom: same comparison
after normalizing the simulated results to the experimental data
in the epithermal region to appreciate the good reproduction of
the shape.
show discrepancies with respect to the measured neutron
spectrum, being FTFP BERT HPT the physics list with
smaller residuals (see Fig. 2, bottom panel). For more
details of this work the reader is referred to Ref. [8].
5. EAR2: Characteristics and prospects
As in every new facility, a series of experimental
campaigns are being carried out in order to determine the
flux, spatial and energy distributions of the neutron beam,
the associated backgrounds, the resolution broadening,
and, in general, its measurement capabilities. However,
not all these characteristics can be accurately measured,
and certainly not in all the spatial positions and energy
ranges of interest. In this context, Monte Carlo simulations
become an essential tool for guiding the measurements,
helping in their analysis, the interpretation of their results
and, more importantly, for planning the upcoming physics
experiments.
After benchmarking the different Geant4 PL with the
experimental flux of EAR1, we extended our work to
extract important results for n TOF-EAR2 that will be
really helpful for feasibility studies, planning and analysis
of the upcoming measurements. Figure 3 shows two
relevant features predicted with these MC simulations.
First, the γ -ray energy spectrum, shown in the top panel
of Fig. 3, where two components are distinguished.
The γ -rays produced via spallation reactions are emitted
promptly with the arrival of the proton beam and arrive
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Figure 3. Top: energy distribution of the prompt and delayed
γ -ray components in EAR2, including indications of the most
prominent γ -rays from capture reactions and the annihilation
peak. Bottom: resolution Function of the n TOF-EAR2 neutron
beam expressed in the form of neutron energy vs. production time
(i.e. time of arrival at the scorer).
at EAR2 in less than ∼200 ns. The γ -rays arriving after
∼200 ns (thus delayed) are generated in capture reactions
during the moderation process, up to a maximum delay
of 10 ms. The latter component, which presents some
characteristic peaks (see Fig. 3), becomes a relevant source
of background in capture experiments because it is difficult
to distinguish these photons from the capture γ -rays of
the investigated sample. Last, in the bottom panel of
Fig. 3 we show the spread of the production times for a
given neutron energy, the so-called Resolution Function,
which is related to the spread of the original charged
particle beam, the neutron production mechanism, and the
neutron moderation. These effects introduce a broadening
in the structures or resonances observed in time-of-flight
experiments. A more detailed description of this work can
be found in Ref. [9].
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